Single Foam Stick Set
MODEL # 910061
OVERVIEW
The Single Foam Stick Set is a foam applicator designed for car-wash pre-soak, brush lubrication or to apply any foaming
product. This unit receives pre-diluted chemical from a pumping system. Thick, rich, clinging foam is created by injecting
compressed air into the solution to greatly expand volume and coverage ability. The foam is then projected through the pair of 6
foot foam sticks. A fixed flow rate allows just one air valve to easily adjust foam quality for both sticks. Great for retrofitting and
for new installations.
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Solution check valves
2 machined polypropylene foamer bodies
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Air adjustment needle valve
Compressed air line tee with 8' of tubing to each foam stick

OPTIONS

Alternate Check Valve (Viton Standard)
TL Check Valve, PVC / EPDM, 3/8"
Alternate Check Valve (Viton Standard)
TL Check Valve, PVC / EPDM, 3/8"

# 491456-E
# 491456-E
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